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From favorite to least favorite: Charlie Banana

lauraniebee · Pass a Note!

Posted 06/28/2012

I have always recommended Charlie Bananas to fellow
moms. I have never had any leaking issues with them (nor
with any other diapers I have used), They look nice, and they
fit my daughter well. 

I bought my first cloth diapers when DD was 2 months old. I
bought 6 Charlie Bananas, 6 Fuzzibunz, and 4 Bumgenius 4.0
pockets. This was the beginning of a very huge stash. The
very first diaper I ever put on her was a light pink Charlie
Banana diaper. Here is the picture. It looks so huge on her
because I put two inserts in it. 

I have taken very good care of my diapers. I only use
recommended soap, recommended washing instructions,
and they are always dried on the drying rack.

After 17 months of this particular diaper being used about
twice a week, it has delaminated. NONE of my other diapers
have ever delaminated or had any issues whatsoever. Like I
said, I take very good care of my diapers.

One thing I loved about Charlie Banana was how you can
adjust the leg elastic. I bought some new CBs a couple
months ago and was intrigued that they had changed the
method of adjustment to a little metal slider instead of a
plastic button. I recently needed to adjust the size on my
diapers and found that the metal had actually corroded a bit!
It made it a little difficult to move the elastic and even freyed
it a bit! I was very sad about this.

I do not see myself buying any more Charlie Bananas, sadly. I
thought I had found my favorite diaper. They are definitely not
worth the price to me anymore. 
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MemeMom2B
Posted 06/28/2012

Wow, I'm glad to hear this- I have been CDing for 2 1/2 weeks
now and Charlie Banana is my favorite right now- works so
well for long naps and long outings. I have 6 and have been
trying to keep myself from buying more... This makes me
think!
I've been wondering if they will fit long enough- LO is a big
boy- close to 20 lbs at barely 5 months, and they fit great
now... I was just thinking today that there's no way they will
still fit when he's much older...
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Mommy_JB
Posted 06/28/2012

Whoa...thanks for posting this.  I have the CB love too.  I
have never bought the OS because I didn't have such good
luck with FB OS.  But, now I definitely will not be buying any
more.  I have sold all my size smalls and switched over to
Sunbaby for economical reasons.  I'm sorry they sucked for
you, OP.
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lauraniebee
Posted 06/28/2012

I should have added that my 27 pound toddler is also maxed
out on the snaps and elastic
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